
market review
Markets logged their third consecutive negative
quarterly return as growth concerns intensified and
peak inflation remained elusive. Volatility was the
hallmark of the third quarter. Treasury yields
continued to move higher, especially in shorter
maturities, as inflation data remained firm and well
above target. Following a 0.75% rate increase in
June, the Federal Reserve followed through with
additional rate hikes totaling 1.50% in the third
quarter. Current expectations are for the Fed Funds
rate to reach 4.5%-5.0% in mid-2023 and remain
above 4.0% for the entire year. Credit spreads
ended the quarter little changed, but were volatile
as spread tightening during the first half of the
quarter was offset by widening at the end of the
quarter. Higher rate expectations increased concern
that a soft landing will be difficult to achieve and
that a recession is much more likely. At the end of
the quarter, financial conditions were approaching
the most restrictive level since the onset of the
pandemic.

domestic equity
Our Large Cap Intrinsic Value Equity strategy
outperformed in the third quarter of 2022,
returning -4.5% (gross) and -4.7% (net) compared to
the Russell 1000 Value return of -5.6%. Sector
performance continues to have a different flavor in
this bear market vs. years past as Discretionary,
Energy and Financials outperformed this quarter.

Our U.S. Concentrated Growth Strategy (composite)
had a gross return of -8.39% for the month of
September 2022 and a net return of -8.44%,
compared to the Russell 1000 Growth Index return
of -9.72%. Year-to-date our Strategy has a gross
return of -25.96% and a net return of -26.32%,
compared to benchmark Russell 1000 Growth
return of -30.66%. Since Inception (January 1,
1994), our U.S. Concentrated Growth Strategy has
compounded at 11.48% (gross) and 10.76% (net),
compared to the benchmark Russell 1000 Growth
Index return of 9.63%.

For the quarter our Small Company Equity Portfolio
returned -1.34% (gross) and -1.43% (net),
outperforming its benchmark Russell 2000 return of
-2.19% for the third quarter of 2022. While returns
were slightly negative, the third quarter was
characterized by return volatility. July returns were
9.6%, and the Russell 2000 Index continued to rally
into mid-August, with returns close to 20% quarter-
to-date on August 15. However, a sell-off ensued,
and August returns finished down 2.1% and
September posted a decline of 9.6%, to put the
quarter “in the red.” In an interesting coincidence,
the September negative return matched the July
positive return.

international equity
In Global and Non-U.S. Value Equity, our
Non-U.S. Select Composite underperformed its
benchmark during the quarter, but it remains ahead
of the index on both a year-to-date and trailing one-
year basis. Currency volatility spiked during the
quarter as the U.S. dollar soared, and foreign
exchange headwinds contributed to
underperformance. Otherwise, relative
performance was negatively impacted by the
rebound in growth stocks at the beginning of the
quarter.

In International and Global Plus Equity, global
equities took a bit of a roller coaster ride, finishing
down and unfortunately dragging their year-to-date
performance further into negative territory. At the
start of the quarter, market movements reflected
optimism that the low point stocks hit in the middle
of June might have defined the bottom of the bear
market. In July and early August stocks moved
higher, rallying nearly 15% from their June low
through August 15, as measured by the MSCI World
Index. Investors held out hope that the U.S. Federal
Reserve had begun to slow the pace of inflation, but
news that the Consumer Price Index had remained
unchanged in July indicated otherwise — increases
in the costs of food and shelter had offset a
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significant drop in gasoline prices. In response, the
markets again declined, with selling persisting
through the end of September.

Fixed Income 
For the quarter, in the Fixed Income market arena,
two-year Treasury yields rose 126 bps to 4.23%.
Ten-year yields rose 78 bps to 3.79%, leaving the
curve inverted 44 bps at quarter end after touching
58 bps earlier. The pain appears to be just
beginning for investors in U.S. credit markets.
Federal Reserve (“Fed”) tightening and recession
angst sent the price of investment grade bonds and
high yield debt spiraling downward in September.
Debt across the spectrum suffered in September,
with high-grade bonds falling 5.26% on a total
return basis, while a key gauge of U.S. junk debt
dropped 3.97%.

Our High Yield Fixed Income strategy returned
-0.58% (gross) and -0.67% (net), compared to the
Bloomberg U.S. Corporate High Yield Index return of
-0.65% for the third quarter of 2022. The third time
was not a charm for the High Yield rally in the third
quarter of 2022. The reality of hawkish monetary
policy and deteriorating fundamentals was too
much to bear (pun intended), leading risk assets to
surrender their gains. Leading economic indicators
including housing, consumer sentiment and ISM
New Orders are raising red flags, but one key
component to the picture – earnings estimates –
has only just begun to decline. High Yield rode a
trip to nowhere during the quarter, effectively
beginning and ending at the 70th percentile.

Our Core Plus Fixed Income strategy returned
-4.61% (gross) and -4.68% (net), compared to the
-4.75% return of the benchmark Bloomberg U.S.
Aggregate index. Since inception (October 1, 2007),
our Core Plus Fixed Income strategy has
compounded at 3.81% (gross) and 3.45% (net),
compared to the 2.74% return of the benchmark
Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate index.

Topgolf Las Vegas
We want to extend a sincere thank you to all of you
who honored us with your presence at our annual
cocktail party during the International Foundation of
Employee Benefit Plans conference in Las Vegas,
Nevada. It was great seeing all of our awesome
clients!

Thank You
We would like to extend our gratitude to the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local No.
705 Health and Welfare Fund and the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters Local No. 705 Pension
Fund for allocating a portion of their assets to
Sierra’s Core Plus Fixed Income product, and to the
San Diego Electrical Pension Trust for allocating a
portion of its assets to Sierra’s Small Company
Equity product.

Additionally, we would like to thank the Laborers
Pension Trust Fund of Northern Nevada for
additional contributions to Sierra’s Fixed Income
product, and the Resilient Floor Covering Pension
Plan for additional contributions to Sierra’s
Concentrated Growth Equity product.

We at Sierra Investment Partners, Inc., value each of
our Taft-Hartley Fund clients and are grateful for the
opportunity to manage a portion of your assets.
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